an ABC of SAHAJA YOGA for NEWCOMERS 018
Sincerity
This is a very great privilege that I am telling you all these things… that I am telling you
that 'Sincerity is the Key of your Self Realisation'… it's a privilege… I'm giving you the Key.
Understand what a privilege it is for you to be here… what fortune… what reward, for what you
have done… how many lives have been rewarded by being here. This will help you to do Puja in a
more sincere manner. Now we must meditate also after Puja, because my vibrations you do not
suck in without meditation, I have seen. If you have sincerity about it, really… you will suck all my
vibrations. Tell your mind not to ask questions or to misbehave… but to suck the vibrations clearly.
This is for your own nourishment… for your own growth… for your own enjoyment (800505)
It is easier… also it is the best, most enjoyable… is to have very clean chakras. And it
comes… first of all is sincerity… complete sincerity - are we sincere… to ourselves. Sometimes it is
misunderstood… people think that if we have to be sincere to ourselves, we should deny Sahaja
Yoga - Sahaja Yoga is the union between you and God… and the sincerity must be full… must be
complete. Any kind of insincerity which comes into you is extremely detrimental. So you must have
sincerity about yourself… and then you will start enjoying Sahaja Yoga. It is very important… to
create integration within you, because if it is 'sincerity', it is coming from your heart… and then
your body, your mind, your intelligence, everything will work hard to fulfil it… but if it is not
coming from your heart, it is going to be a superficial thing. So you try to feel it from your
heart… that’s what it means, sincerity. Do not depend on anyone, your wife, husband, children,
nothing… mother, father… it's your own. So you have to work in such a way that you get complete
integration… and the driving force towards integration is… sincerity (800505)
Another factor which is important… is patience… you must have patience with others…
because if you don’t have patience, your sincerity will start doubting itself. So you must have
patience… and to get patience, you must know what you have been so far, and where you are.
When you will know what you were, you will have patience with others… tremendous patience… and
by having patience with others, your sincerity will be all the time complete… by your sincerity you
will be completely integrated (800505)
Now how the sincerity is to be maintained… first we have to make some determination,
Sankalpa, of being sincere… then we have to act, by finding out how do we get insincere… on what
points. You'll be amazed, that it's simpler to be sincere, than to be insincere… you don’t have to
think to be sincere… but if you have to be insincere, you have to think, to plan out, to find out all
the methods, all the loop holes and escapes. And sincerity itself is rewarding… sincerity itself is a
reward… how it makes you so beautiful, so dignified… and how you start rising in your self esteem…
how sincerity is a big force which manifests it's living dynamism in you… and you become a
transformed person (800505)
This transformation within you is going to change the whole world… people are going to see…
that you are no more a confused person… you are not a person who is doubting… and neither you
are a fanatic… you are not a blind person… but you are a person who is alert, and aware… and can
see things better than others. The more alert you become, the more the Divine takes interest…
but this alertness is nothing but the enlightenment of your sincerity… and… sincerity is the thing
that means… you are loyal to your Self… the loyalty to your Self is sincerity. Sincerity is my
nature… I don’t have to strive for it… I cannot get out of it. Now… if I am your ideal… you should
try and imbibe my nature within yourself… and then you'll be amazed how you are connected with
me… then we all move like one wave, one being, one personality (800505)
Sincerity which is coming from your heart is to be seen… and that's what is Shri Rama's
character is. Rama was on the right side of the heart… means the heart put to activity… do you
understand that. When you are in the left heart that’s your sincerity… your heart felt thing… but
the heart felt thing… what's the use you see. There are many Sahaja Yogis who really feel this
world is horrible and something must be done… Sahaja Yoga must be brought in… but how many of
you are really putting that to action… absolutely into action. Without that your Rama's tattwa
cannot be improved. Rama's tattwa is only improved when you put all the things into action… that’s
exactly what Shri Rama did (820402)

Guidance
We must keep ourselves open to guidance… it will come from within - at the same time we must act;
Still, if something does not work out, accept that it is not meant to be - do not give up… but carry on
(960505); It is your Spirit which is going to guide you… so if you want to develop the strength of your
Spirit… you have to listen to it (891203)

Photograph
Sahaja Yoga does not work on mental level… it works on the Spiritual level, which is much higher than
the mental level. Some people still live on the mental level, and try to solve problems on that level,
and that's why all these problems start coming up. If you have certain chakras catching, try to
improve your chakras with the photograph… with all due respect to the photograph… it is only the
photograph that is going to work it out (830121)

Experience and Learn
Sahaja Yoga is learned through experience, and through nothing else - you have to experience, and
then believe into it. Those who have penetrating intelligence, penetrating love and emotions,
penetrating movement of the understanding, they experience and learn… experience and learn. This is
the process of the penetrating type of concentrated attention. The experiences of Sahaja Yoga are
the good conditionings, and to get these 'best' experiences, the first condition is of Rutumbhara
Pragnya, where we have to be of that level that we get these experiences… otherwise we will be
mundane type of person all of the time… and this starts with our meditation, and with the Samadhi
'seed', sprouting into the new dimension (830723.3)
We have had experiences of things working out, of many miracles happening before our eyes, but still
it can happen that our attention has not settled down with these experiences. Old experiences and
identifications continue - the filth of that is still on our being. Change everything - become a fresh new
person - assume your position, as a Sahaja Yogi (830723.3)
So with all this… and with so much more yet still to come, we must surely be at least starting to see that
the main quality of ‘collectivity’ at the very last centre of SAHASTRARA, Shri Mataji’s Place, is so very
important. We may be able to continue for a while to enjoy and seemingly progress quite happily, meditating
quietly at home, but at some point we will find that it becomes necessary to join the collectivity of a group
meeting somewhere, where the strength of many Sahaja Yogis will protect and strengthen your whole
experience of Sahaja Yoga.
Shri Mataji Prasanna – try to keep Shri Mataji PLEASED – then the cool vibrations will flow…
Much love to all
Jai Shri Mataji
Any replies or correspondence can be sent to: nick@sahajvidya.org.uk

